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Abstract: In this paper, we describe the evolutive neural fuzzy filtering properties with real time conditions, giving the principles of its operation based on a back propagation fuzzy neural net, which adaptively choose and emit a decision according with the reference signal changes in order to loop the correct new conditions for a process. This work is an approach about the evolutive neural fuzzy digital filters (ENFDF). This filter using the neural fuzzy mechanism select the best parameter values into the knowledge base (KB), actualizing the filter weights to give a good enough answers with respect to the reference signal in natural linguistic sense. Additionally, the filtering architecture includes a decision making stage using an inference into its structure to deduce the filter decisions in accordance with the previous and actual filter answer in order to updates the new decision with respect to the new reference system conditions. This process requires that all of its states bound into ENFDF time limit as a real time system, considering the Nyquist and Shannon criteria. In this paper, we characterize the membership functions building the knowledge base in a probabilistic way with respect to the rules set inference to describe the reference system and the inference to deduce the new filter decision, performing the ENFDF. Moreover, the paper describes in schematic sense the neural net architecture with the decision-making stages in order to integrate the filtering stages as an evolutive system. The results expressed in formal sense using the concepts into the paper references. Finally, we present the simulation of the ENFDF operation using the Matlab© software. The paper has eight sections conformed as follows: 1. Introduction, 2. Filtering conditions, 3. Neural net description, 4. Rule base strategy, 5. Real time scheme, 6. Simulations, 7. Conclusion and References.
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1 Introduction

There are some problems in the development of a system as restrictions into its capacity to model high evolutive changing processes. The new systems should use into its architecture evolutive tools in order to get its own perception and give the best decision answers, using this to solve complex problems, actualizing and adapting its perceptions and answers in accordance with a reference dynamical system.

The use of learning techniques based on searching the optimal solutions represents a classical alternative manner to obtain knowledge. The evolutive systems into the neural fuzzy digital filtering is an option for to obtain different decision answer levels, in accordance with a system dynamics or reference model, adapting its answers to the possible changes by selecting the best values in order to get the necessary convergence conditions, which should has the best operation at each time.

An evolutive neural fuzzy digital filter has a solution searching process based on the reference model conditions having at each moment a regulation inference mechanism that describes the desire conditions, selecting the best answer into the knowledge base in accordance with it, emitting the new answer condition for the best adaptation.
The evolutive neural fuzzy digital filtering is constructing with the capacity to operate with different kind of decision answers, considering a set of characteristics based on a minimal reference model region limited by its operation. To characterize and infer a system that has uncertainties in its operation, actually it is a complex task, because many natural processes with different operation levels need accurate answers. The system that describes the natural process as a rule needs a feedback law in order to follow the basic properties respectively to a desired input signal adjusting its parameters in order to give a correct solution using the dynamics conditions.

Having this perspective, the paper integrates the concept of Real time neural fuzzy digital filtering [6] and [15] with statistical methods in order to integrate them into the Kalman filter structure to give answers with operation levels in natural way making an specific decision in order to follow the natural reference model [5], and [16].

An evolutive system with artificial neural network properties is a computational model imitating natural processes as the biological systems that has processing elements called neurons, all of them being connected constituting a neural structure and a decision stage to loop the process with the best answer [19], and [25].

The evolutive digital filter has an internal neural net structure that can classify, search and associate information [5] and [8] using the knowledge base giving the corresponding answer value according to the desired input signal building the control area described as $T_N = \{ (y(k), \bar{y}(k)) \}^N_1$ within a membership intervals limited inside a region described by the knowledge base. The set of membership function takes the correct response from the Knowledge Base (KB) [8], [10], [13], and [26] according to objective law in order to take the best decision process, predefined by this natural reference.

The neural net filter stage [1] works as a parallel fuzzy neurons in loop form, which has an iterative searching methodology used for evolutive algorithms and based on the back propagation (BP) algorithm since its parameters are updated dynamically ([2], [4], [7], and [15]) at each iteration by degrees [8]. This process refers to a back propagation parameter adaptation [21], using supervised learning by the knowledge base according with the error $e(k)$ ([6], [7], and [14]) described by the difference between the desired response $\gamma(k)$ and the actual signal $\gamma(k)$ ([6], [7], [15])$^3$.

The criterion described as the error minimization $e(k)^2$ is the difference between the desired input $y(k)$ and the actual output filter $\bar{y}(k)$, allowing this to find the respective membership function. Which is the best approximation from the signal $\gamma(k)$ to $y(k)$ in order to adjust the parameters of the filter and get the correct answer describing the reference system path in order to take the decision into the decision stage. The error value $e(k)$ should be close to $\gamma$ that is a limited interval $[0, \varepsilon]$ and $\varepsilon$ is described as $\inf \{ |e(k)| : i, k \in \mathbb{Z} \}$ $^i$ represents an index, with $k$ interval [15], and [18]).

Each decision stage is in accordance with the actual and previous values of $\gamma(k)$ described as $\gamma(k - 1)$ doing a comparison between these values in order to select the corresponding instruction answer to the reference system, all the instruction answers are previously defined and using the logic connectors IF-AND-THEN the filter selects the corresponding instruction to actualize the reference system conditions:

a. **Input Fuzzy Inference**: In this stage, the natural desired signal $\gamma(k)$ from the reference system to the input filter has a description in metric sense [4].

b. **Rule base**: Dynamical rank intervals with respect to the input of the filter use the logical binary connector known as IF.

c. **Inference Mechanism**: The expert action with respect to the rule base known as consequence uses the logical binary connector THEN to find the correct weight answer as $a(k)$ called membership function.

d. **Activation function**: This is the filter stage, which takes the digital answer, converted in a natural response. This is the closest distance value to the desired signal, based on the predefined knowledge base.

e. **Natural feedback**: the filtering process takes the correct linguistic value and feedbacks the filter

\begin{align}
\gamma(k) := \bar{y}(k) - \gamma(k), \quad \text{is a fuzzy value.} \\
\inf \text{ is the greatest lower bound error value into the error set.}
\end{align}
parameters, updating its operation according to the natural evolution of the reference system considering the error differences between \( y(k) \) and \( \hat{y}(k) \) dynamically and using a metric rank of the error functional \( J(k) \)^4.

f. **Decision stage:** Finally, the filter decision mechanism takes the best answer option according with the values of \( \hat{y}(k) \) and \( \hat{y}(k-1) \) to actualize, the decision described as \( ds(k) \).

Nevertheless, it requires that the error loop inference (comparison between desired input \( y(k) \) and actual output \( \gamma(k) \)) changes the filtering responses using the knowledge base (KB) with real time conditions (see: [2], [6], and [7]).

The evolutive neural fuzzy filter classifies its different levels of operation by membership functions, based on the error minimum function \( J_{min} \) to give a corresponding near specific answer for each kind of desired input \( y(k) \) limited by the error distribution function, which is also limited by \( \gamma \). The classification of the reference system responses realized by the filter is by the error distribution function considering different levels of response (membership functions), each level delimited by specific metrics bounded all into the error distribution region. This classification represents the characterization of the reference process operation in interaction with the filter (see: [9], and [13]).

Using this kind of filters avoids the initial instability of the error convergence because it has all information required and limited by an interval into a distribution region as supervised learning technique.

To do a classification of the membership functions the filter uses an error criterion function using metric intervals to delimit its operational levels. A membership function established inside a distribution function corresponding to the error criterion; this classification includes also several membership functions according to each error interval (as operation linguistic levels).

This classification based on the triangular form [23] gives different and simple conditions, allowing to express multiple functions in an iterate form and describing separately each of them as operation level (see: [3], [4], [10], [11], [12], [13], [17], and [23]).

Meanwhile, respecting to the Fig. 1, \( u(k) \) is an input natural linguistic value from the reference process interacting with the filter. \( T(k) \) is the control area, which is all the filtering processes corresponding with an individual iteration of a process set, in order to obtain an output response \( \gamma(k) \). The desired signal described as \( \gamma(k) \) is the fuzzy natural reference variable given by the reference system. \( e(k) \) is a fuzzy value where the set \( \{ \gamma : \gamma > 0, \forall i \in \mathbb{Z} \} \) has \( \text{inf} |\gamma| \rightarrow |x|, |x| > 0 \) and the \( \sup |\gamma| \rightarrow |x|, |x| < 4 \), with

\[ J(k) = \frac{1}{k} \left[ (k-1)J(k-1)^2 + e(k)^2 \right]. \]

\(^4\) The functional \( J(k) \) describes the convergence relation among the real observed and its estimation; symbolically in recursive form:

\[ \text{Sup is the least upper bound of a partially ordered set} \]
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\( \gamma^* \) that must be the minimum value between \( y(k) \) and \( \gamma(k) \), thus, both values should be almost equal; in other words, \( e(k) \) is the difference between \( \gamma(k) \) and \( y(k) \), being the criterion in order to select the membership function for each case.

3 Neural net description

The ENFDF structure is develop in order to work as a neural net using back propagation properties ([2], [4], [7], [8], [15], and [21]). The neural net characterizes the operational levels of a linguistic desired variable set \( \{ \gamma(k) \} \), expressing as a basic estimation \( \hat{\gamma}(k) \), in accordance with the inference rules with respect to the error value criterion selecting the corresponding membership function. The neural net works with an activation function representing the neural filter process (see: [5], [8], [16], [19], and [25]).

The characteristics of the neural net is (see: [8], [16], [19], and [25]):

1. The desired input \( \gamma(k) \) represents fuzzy labels, and each one has different levels of operation.

2. The weights requiring for the internal adaptive adjustments into the filter parameters to get the correct response expressed by the membership functions renewing the values of \( \hat{\gamma}(k) \) parameter from the knowledge base (The \( \hat{\gamma}(k) \) value in a conventional filter is a constant parameter).

3. The connection into the filter according to the error differences has a minimum operation criterion, selecting the membership function based on the minimum cost of the filter response.

4. It uses supervised learning into the knowledge base, therefore, the neuron has previously all the information included in \( T_n \).

5. The activation function \( \delta(k) \), which represents the filtering transfer function ([8], [19] and [25]).

Globally, according to Figure 1, the filter without the reference process has three neural layers:

The first with \( p \times n, n, p \in \mathbb{Z}^+ \) input neurons representing a set of desired inputs \( \{ \gamma(k) \} \), a single hidden layer with \( p \) processing units in which the inference mechanism operates in order to find the respective membership function \( a(k) \), and one output \( \{ \gamma(k) \} \), that is the answers set of the neural process (see: Fig. 2). The filter additionally has other layer stage called decision stage as evolutive condition in order to give control instructions for an external process according with the previous filter answers.

The neurons of the neural net architecture are simple processors, which get information from the first input layer from the outside world as desired signal \( \{ \gamma(k) \} \) to the next neurons into the hidden filter layer.

Therefore, the neural net structure proceed the result of their previous processing step to nodes in the next higher layers in order to obtain the nearest desired signal value of \( \gamma(k) \) at the filter output \( \hat{\gamma}(k) \). In consequence the decision stage in the top-layer communicate their decision results to the outside world as \( d(k) \), which its instructions bounded inside the external process operation in order to give the best control value.

Subsequently, a rule-based fuzzy system performs the classification at both stages: filtering and decision; its rules are generated automatically by the evolutive neural fuzzy filtering evaluating features which are difficult to extract or to evaluate directly delimited by the filtering criterion.

![Fig. 2. Evolutive neural filter layers (L-low, M-medium, H-high).](image)
4 Rule base strategy

This kind of filtering has operational properties defined by the rules base to learn, recall, associate and compares the new information delimited before according to variance limits predefined. The fuzzy rules conditions established as logical connectors (IF-THEN) constitute the rules base with respect to the error intervals and its respective response described as membership function.

In an evolutive neural fuzzy filter, the rules generated constitute the inference error \( e(k) \) as the logical connector IF, and the logical connector THEN selecting automatically the parameter weighs of \( a(k) \) according to the knowledge base (see: [13], [14], [15], [23], [24], and [26]):

The KB has an automatic classification of the filter conditions: having the knowledge of the filtering operation levels.

The KB generates a membership function of the knowledge base according to the error value \( e(k) \) (obtained by the logic connector IF); thus, according to it, the filter selects the corresponding membership function (value of \( a(k) \)) (with the logical connector THEN) into the knowledge base.

Using the KB estimates the parameter value \( a(k) \), adapting its responses weighs to give a correct answer \( y(k) \), close to reference model \( y(k) \).

The decision stage described as \( d_s(k) \) selects the best instruction answer to control a process according with the filter answer \( y(k) \), and its previous value \( y(k-1) \), with the decision inference mechanism by fuzzy rules.

A rules base filter characterized by a set of desired signals \( \{ y(k) \} \) at the filter input, generates an error difference set \( \{ e(k) \} \) classified by intervals delimited previously in order to select the corresponding membership function, which has the corresponding \( a(k) \) value giving a correct response \( y(k) \) seeking that it is the closest distance to \( y(k) \):

\[
T_N = \{(y(k), \hat{y}(k))\}_{k=1}^{N} \quad (1)
\]

The rules set constituted a simple operation filter definition, based on a set error values \( \{ e(k) \} \) as indicator of the corresponding membership function set adapting the \( a(k) \) parameter dynamically.

The neural net represents a set of services, activating a specific neuron means the use of specific service with different levels of response. The filter requires a variable value according to the inference classification of the error set (it has a broad of values per neuron), according to the changes of the error \( e(k) \) per iteration, one neuron is activating; moreover, the next iteration the filter could renew the neuron or only change its value by degrees. The value of \( e(k) \) defines a neuron to activate or to select, in order to use its own set of operation levels (membership functions by degrees) to give the corresponding value of \( a(k) \), and gives a correct natural answer (see: [8], [16], [19], and [25]).

In addition, mathematically correspondence of \( y(k) \) and \( \hat{y}(k) \), expressed with respect to the second probability moment, has the infimum value, described as:

\[
J_{\min} = \inf_N \{\min J(y_0, \hat{y})\}_N \quad (2)
\]

For the decision stage, which is the finally inference of the evolutive neural fuzzy filter by using a set of fuzzy rules to get the correct instruction of control from its knowledge base (KB). Firstly considering the \( y(k) \) value and its previous value \( y(k-1) \) in order to consider the actual environment by the \( y(k) \) and \( y(k-1) \) levels and select the corresponding condition or strategy from the knowledge base to loop an external process as \( d_s(k) \).

To describe the decision stage mechanism, we use fuzzy rules to infer and select the corresponding value of the KB. In natural manner probabilistically this stage has the characterization of the set of structures If-Then directly, the filtering system selects and gives a specific instruction answer as \( d_s(k) \) in order to improve the control instruction performance minimizing the error process.

The cardinality of the decision stage representation is according with the set values of \( \{ y(k) \} \) and the previous set \( \{ y(k-1) \} \) in order to choose the correct instruction answer into the \( \{ d_s(k) \} \) set, according with this the fuzzy rule structure will have the below form:
If $y(k)$ value is ____ and $y(k-1)$ value is ____ Then the $ds(k)$ value is ____.

The figure 3, illustrates the decision stage mechanism as fuzzy rules as:

![Decision Stage Mechanism](image)

**Fig. 3. Decision stage inference**

### 5 Real time scheme

**DEFINITION 1** (Real time properties of the evolutive neural fuzzy digital filter - ENFDF). The real time properties of an evolutive neural fuzzy digital filter, which is an adaptive filter performed according to ([2], [6], [7], and [14]):

I. To take and to emit signals with fuzzy information sense limited intervals with respect to the reference process response according to the stability criteria (see: [4], [6], and [7]).

II. To take and to emit information through semi-open time intervals [4], synchronized with evolution time of the process [7] described in a relative way by semi-open time intervals, considering the criteria (see: [18], [20], and [22]).

III. A membership functions group forms a control area, according to the properties considered in a) and b) points, respectively (see: [11], [24], and [26]).

IV. A set of fuzzy rules builds the knowledge base according to the fuzzy desired signal from the reference model $y(k)$, obtaining a specific filter answer $y(k)$ (see: [3], [8], [9], and [26]).

V. The adaptation algorithm updates the filter coefficients according to the selected membership function respectively $t$ to the established error criterion symbolically depicted as $\gamma$.

VI. The decision stage mechanism selects the best instruction answer as $ds(k)$, in order to perform the external process operation at each time.

In the evolutive neural fuzzy filter, the knowledge base has all information that the filter requires for to adjust its gains in optimal form and gives a satisfying answer accomplishing the convergence range, inside of the time interval (indexed with $k \in \mathbb{Z}_+$) in agreement with the Nyquist sense, without loss of stability properties [7], [11], [14], [22], [24], and [26]:

i) $y(k)$ is a variable with measurable value and it is classified in metric ranks by degrees in a linguistic sense (described all of them into a state space variable bounded symbolically in a linguistic natural expressions as high, medium or low values),

ii) $T(k)$ is the control area described in pairs formed by $\gamma(k)$ and $y(k)$ limited by the time interval (it has a velocity change bounded in the sense exposed by [15]),

iii) $e(k)$ is the fuzzy value defined by the difference among $\gamma(k)$ and $y(k)$, which is bounded by the set $\{\gamma : \gamma > 0, \quad \forall \gamma \in \mathbb{Z}_+\}$, with $\inf\{\gamma\} \rightarrow |\gamma|$ such that $|\gamma| > 0, \sup\{\gamma\} \rightarrow |\gamma|, \quad |\epsilon| < 1$, means that $\gamma(k)$ is approximately equal to $y(k)$ metrically speaking, nevertheless, in linguistic sense both are the same natural value.

iv) $ds(k)$ is the control instruction answer of the filter according with the output of the filter $\gamma(k)$ and its previous value in fuzzy sense, to selects the corresponding candidate function classified in probabilistic sense into an knowledge base to loops an external process into a new condition actualized.

**DEFINITION 2** (Local and global description) An ENFDF in local and global temporal sense, has quality of response according to the convergence criterion with respect to real time conditions [18].

**Global characteristics:** The convergence intervals defined by $[0, t \pm d]$ with measures up to zero through error functional $J(k)$ considering [7] and the
convergence relation, temporally parameterized to the membership function according to the linguistic variables values ([1 and 17]), without loss that \(|e(k)| < 1| in agreement to [7].

According to the evolutive neural fuzzy concepts, the global characteristics specified in stochastic sense according to [18], where \(J(\tau_{w}) = \min \{ \min \{ J_{k} \} \} \leq \varepsilon \) (see: (3)), with \( \{ J_{k} \} \subseteq \{ J_{k} \} \) and \( P( J_{k} \leq \varepsilon \pm \sigma ) = 1, \sigma << \varepsilon \) without loss that its natural evolution described by [22]:

\[
\tau_{\min} = 0.5 f_{\max}^{-1} \tag{4}
\]

6 Simulations

The simulation of the evolutive neural fuzzy filter built in this case using the Kalman filter [7] with a transition matrix described by the knowledge base according to the error functional criterion ([4] and [7]).

The evolution times inside of a soft system into PC with AMD Sempron processor 3100+ and \( k \) intervals having a mean evolution time of 0.004 sec \( \pm \) 0.0002 sec.

The basic system in discrete state space expressed by first order difference, as:

\[
x(k + 1) = a(k)x(k) + w(k) \tag{5}
\]

In accordance with the system the output is:

\[
x(k), w(k), v(k) \in \mathbb{R}^{n}, y(k) = x(k) + v(k) \tag{6}
\]

Where: \( \{ x(k) \} \) is the set of internal states, \( \{ a(k) \} \) is the parameters sequence, \( \{ w(k) \} \) is the noise set system perturbation, \( \{ y(k) \} \) is the set of desired signal from the system reference, \( v(k) \) is the output noises.

The different operation levels are in probability sense in order to match with the functional error according to the desired signal \( y(k) \) and the Kalman filter answer \( \hat{y}(k) \). Bounded all by the second probability moment, establishing for each of them a linguistic natural variables expressed as low, medium and high levels.

According to the parameters \( \hat{a}(k) \) selected by the rule strategy, the Fig. 4, shows the output answer \( y(k) \) of the filter with respect to the desire signal \( y(k) \) system:

![Fig. 4. \( y(k) \) Estimation in accordance with \( \hat{a}(k) \) value and \( y(k) \) reference.](image)

Figure 5 shows the decision stage process to obtain the instruction answer as \( ds(k) \) according with the \( y(k) \) values and its previous stage described as \( y(k) \):

![Fig. 5. Decision answer \( ds(k) \) with respect to \( \hat{y}(k) \) and \( y(k) \).](image)
The figure 6, shows the decision answer stage as decision levels according with the filtering process in order to give different decision answers level described as DA#

Fig. 6. Decision answer as linguistic levels

Figure 7 shows the functional described as $J(k)$ with respect to the filter:

Fig. 7. Parameter of convergence $\gamma$ illustratively by the functional $J(k)$

7 Conclusion

The paper was about the analysis of the evolutive neural fuzzy filtering and its real time conditions, in order to apply it into dynamical systems, we gave a description of the evolutive neural fuzzy digital filters ($ENFDF$) operation. In addition, the paper presented the adaptive inference mechanism that classifies and deduces the filter answers by the error value, in order to search the adaptive weights and update its parameters to give a correct response dynamically as a natural linguistic answer. Moreover, we establish how to construct and characterize the membership functions of the knowledge base in a probabilistic manner with the decision rules set, making a description of the real time conditions that the evolutive neural fuzzy filter ($ENFDF$) has to perform, and how its architecture works as a neural net. The decision stage according with the filter operation makes a fuzzy inference in order to select the corresponding decision answer value, in accordance with the actual and previous filter answers. The results are in formal sense and described using the definitions considered in the papers referenced here; finally this work showed a simulation of the $ENFDF$ operation using the Matlab tool.
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